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Abstract
The conversational recommender system (CRS) aims to provide high-quality recommendations through interactive dialogues. However, previous CRS models have no effective mechanisms for task planning and topic elaboration, and thus they hardly maintain coherence in multi-task recommendation dialogues. Inspired by recent advances in prompt-based learning, we propose a novel contextual prompting framework for dialogue management, which optimizes prompts based on context, topics, and user profiles. Specifically, we develop a topic controller to sequentially plan the subtasks, and a prompt search module to construct context-aware prompts. We further adopt external knowledge to enrich user profiles and make knowledge-aware recommendations. Incorporating these techniques, we propose a conversational recommender system with contextual prompting, namely CP-Rec. Experimental results demonstrate that it achieves state-of-the-art recommendation accuracy and generates more coherent and informative conversations.

Introduction
With the widespread applications of conversational assistants, such as Google Assistant, Apple Siri, Amazon Alexa, and Microsoft Cortana, the conversational recommender system (CRS) has received immense interest in recent years (Li et al. 2018; Chen et al. 2019; Zhou et al. 2020a,b). CRS integrates recommendation techniques into the conversational system, which can help users find desired information through interactive conversations.

In real-life scenarios, the recommendation dialogue is open-ended, where the users and the CRS interact around recommendations using free-form natural language. The users will start the conversation casually, and direct the dialogue topics to discover what they need. The dialogue may involve many phases, such as greeting, explaining, and recommending. Each phase has a certain subtask. As illustrated in Figure 1, a recommendation dialogue could be multi-task, where the system starts with chit-chat, and then seeks the user preference and makes final recommendations. Therefore, the CRS has to respond accordingly to meet users’ needs and lead dialogues towards the recommendation goal.

Although previous CRS methods have achieved promising results, they can hardly match the user preference while maintaining the conversation coherency. A recent study (Jannach and Manzoor 2020) on two CRS baselines, i.e., ReDial (Li et al. 2018) and KBRD (Chen et al. 2019), shows that about one-third of utterances generated by these two models are considered meaningless in the given context, and more than one-third of recommendations do not suit the assumed user preferences. It indicates that many CRS models can hardly maintain coherent conversations and accurate recommendations, especially in long, multi-task dialogues. This can be explained to some extent by their lack of mecha-
nisms to manage topics and improve dialogue coherence and informativeness. Moreover, human dialogue research (Hirano, Higashinaka, and Matsuo 2016) shows that dialogue management, e.g., task planning and topic elaboration, is universal in human language interactions. As shown in Figure 1, the conversation with properly-planned and clearly-expressed topics is more organized and coherent. Therefore, we hypothesize that the CRS models can converse coherently if they can learn to manage chatting topics.

Two challenges arise in order to achieve effective dialogue management. The first one is how to conduct reasonable task planning in multi-task dialogues. The model should capture the user’s interests to make final recommendations, and maintain the conversation with well-connected topics. The second one is how to generate in-depth replies within topics for subtask completion. The system responses should be consistent with both topics and context. Moreover, topic elaboration can promote the dialogue coherence, but it is rarely considered in existing CRS models.

Effective dialogue management means that CRS should organize conversations in a user-oriented way. We also note that the system replies in multi-task recommendation dialogue are mostly affected by the dialogue history, current topics, and user interests. Therefore, we propose CP-Rec, a conversational recommender system with contextual prompting, to tackle the above issues. First, we introduce the knowledge graph to enrich user profiles, which helps to achieve user-driven topic planning and a more accurate knowledge-aware recommendation. Second, recent advances in prompt-based learning give us new inspiration for efficient topic elaboration. Given topical, contextual, and knowledge-based prompts, CRS can reply with in-depth, coherent and informative sentences. To this end, we design a novel contextual prompting framework for joint task planning and topic elaboration. Specifically, it comprises (1) a topic controller which sequentially plans subtasks with dialogue history and user profiles, (2) a prompt search module to construct context-aware prompts, and (3) a dialogue generator. Different from traditional prompt-based dialogue systems (Madotto et al. 2021; Kasahara et al. 2022; Wang et al. 2022), we fully utilize contextual semantics and external knowledge to create continuous prompts, which enhance the system’s ability to capture user preferences and generate coherent, informative dialogues. Overall, our main contributions are threefold as follows:

- We present a novel contextual prompting framework for more effective dialogue management. It incorporates dialogue history, topics, and user profiles to optimize continuous prompting representations and achieves joint task planning and topic elaboration.
- Aiming to build CRS for multi-task recommendation dialogues, we propose CP-Rec, which explicitly plans subtasks and illustrates topics via prompt learning, and better maintains the dialogue coherence and informativeness.
- Experiments on five datasets demonstrate the superior performance of our method in both recommendation and conversation tasks.

Related Work

Knowledge-Aware Recommendations In the field of e-commerce, recommender systems provide users with personalized recommendations for products or services. Traditional recommender systems are implemented by collaborative filter (Sarwar et al. 2001) or factorization machine (Rendle 2010). Recently, introducing a knowledge graph (KG) into the CRS, called knowledge-based CRS, has attracted much research attention. Compared with traditional methods, knowledge-aware recommendations utilize side information and connectivity patterns in KGs, and have better performance and explainability. Some knowledge-based CRS models improve recommendations by learning entity embeddings to enrich item representations (Chen et al. 2019; Sarkar et al. 2020; Zhou et al. 2020a; Liang et al. 2021), and other works apply multi-hop graph reasoning to provide explainable recommendations (Fu et al. 2020; Lei et al. 2020; Ma, Takanobu, and Huang 2021; Xu et al. 2020; Moon et al. 2019). Inspired by these works, we leverage the KG to enrich the user profile on the basis of dialogue history. We form a more powerful user representation to improve recommendations and enhance promptings.

Multi-Task Recommendation Dialogues CRS can be regarded as a variation of task-oriented dialogue systems, which supports users to achieve recommendation-related goals. However, it is challenging for CRS to converse fluently while completing the recommendation tasks, since dialogues are of multi-task with subtasks like greeting, requesting and recommending. To this end, many efforts have been devoted to make the CRS applicable to multi-task scenarios. TCR (Liao et al. 2022) employs a global topic control module to switch between subtasks. TG-ReDial (Zhou et al. 2020b) adapts to the topic transfer via topic threads. Some other methods adopt reinforcement learning (RL) to select high-level dialogue actions (Ren et al. 2020; Cai and Chen 2020; Chen and Sun 2021). Different from existing works, we aim to improve the model’s semantic coherence and informativeness. We propose a novel dialogue management method, called contextual prompting, where reasonable task planning and clear topic elaboration work together to generate human-like responses.

Prompt-Based Learning for Language Models The GPT-3 model (Brown et al. 2020) has illustrated the few-shot capabilities of pretrained language models (PLMs). Given only a few task-oriented demonstrations as prompts, PLMs achieve comparable results in many language understanding tasks. These findings have elicited much research on prompt-based learning. Prompts can be manually designed as discrete tokens (Gao, Fisch, and Chen 2021; Jiang et al. 2020; Shin et al. 2020), or directly optimized as learnable vectors (Lester, Al-Rfou, and Constant 2021; Li and Liang 2021; Gu et al. 2022). Recent studies on prompt-based dialogue generation consider a mask language modeling (MLM) problem, where the model directly generates textual responses with given prompts. Madotto et al. (2021) adopt few-shot dialogue generation with discrete prompts. Kasahara et al. (2022) design a persona-based dialogue system via prompt-tuning. Wang et al. (2022) propose knowledge-
enhanced prompting which unifies the recommendation and conversation tasks. In contrast, we leverage a context-aware prompting framework, where dialogue history, topics, and user profiles are integrated into continuous prompt encodings. Our CP-Rec tracks the user preference effectively, plans topics sequentially, and generates replies coherently.

The Proposed Model

In this section, we introduce our proposed model CP-Rec. The overview of the model is presented in Figure 2.

Our model consists of a knowledge-aware recommender system and a prompt-based conversational system. The recommender system uses context embeddings and knowledge representation of items to model user profiles. We firstly encode the dialogue history and the knowledge graph, and then compute knowledge-aware user profiles, and finally retrieve the items that match the user’s preference as recommendations. The conversational system learns to control topics and optimize prompting vectors via contextual prompting. In prompt learning paradigm, the PLM used for dialogue generation is frozen. Prompts are optimized as parameters during the training process, which will be directly used to steer the frozen PLM to generate expected sentences. In the following sections, we explain the problem settings and introduce each component in detail.

Problem Settings

We define the dialogue history in the $t$-th dialogue turn as $D_t = \{U_1, S_1, ..., U_t\}$, where $U_i$ and $S_i$ denote utterances of the user and the system. The topic sequence $G$ is defined as the set of topics $g_i$ in each $U_i$, namely $G = \{g_i\}_{i=1}^t$. The goal of the system is to (1) capture the user preference and recommend an item if necessary, and (2) predict the current topic and respond to the user. These two goals are called recommendation and conversation, which will be evaluated respectively in experiments.

Knowledge-Aware Recommender System

**Context Encoder** In the $t$-th dialogue turn, we use a pretrained BERT (Devlin et al. 2019) as the context encoder to encode the user utterance $U_t = ([CLS], w_1, ..., w_n)$, where $w_i$ denotes the $i$-th token in $U_t$. According to the properties of BERT, we take the embedding of $[CLS]$ token as the sentence embedding, which is denoted as $BERT(U_t)$. The dialogue history representation $u_t \in \mathbb{R}^{d_u}$ is obtained by applying an LSTM over the representations of each $U_i$ as:

$$u_t = LSTM(u_{t-1}, BERT(U_t)).$$

(1)

**Knowledge Encoder** In our model, we introduce DBpedia (Lehmann et al. 2015) as the external KG. We collect all entities in the dialogue corpus and their one-hop neighbors in DBpedia to build a knowledge subgraph $G$ for training. A triple in $G$ is denoted as $(h, r, t)$, where $h, t \in E$ are items from the entity set $E$ and $r \in R$ is an entity relation from the relation set $R$. We leverage R-GCN (Schlichtkrull et al. 2018) as the knowledge encoder to learn entity representations in the extracted subgraph. The embedding of node $h$ in
the \((l+1)\)-th layer is calculated as:
\[
e_h^{(l+1)} = \sigma \left( \sum_{r \in R_e} \sum_{c \in \mathcal{C}_h} \frac{1}{Z_{h,r}} W_r^e c^l + W^e h^l \right), \quad (2)
\]
where \(e_h^l \in \mathbb{R}^{d_e}\) denotes the embedding of \(h\) at the \(l\)-th layer, \(\mathcal{C}_h\) is the set of neighboring nodes of \(h\), \(W_r^e \in \mathbb{R}^{d_e \times d_e}\), and \(W^e \in \mathbb{R}^{d_e \times d_e}\) are learnable transformation matrices, \(Z_{h,r}\) is the normalization factor and \(\sigma(\cdot)\) is the sigmoid function. We define \(R = (e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_N)^T \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times d_e}\) as the embedding matrix consisting of the knowledge representations of all the \(N\) items in \(\mathcal{G}\).

**Knowledge-Aware Recommendation** We define the set of liked items mentioned by the user in the conversation as the interaction sequence, namely \(I_k = \{c_i\}_{i=1}^k\). \(c_i\) denotes the \(i\)-th item the user likes, which is annotated in datasets and is aligned with an entity in \(\mathcal{G}\). Assuming that each \(c_i\) contributes to the user preference to varying degrees, we calculate the preference embedding \(P_u\) via self-attention mechanism:
\[
P_u = \sum_{i=1}^k \alpha_i \cdot e_i,
\]
\[
\alpha_i = \text{softmax}(b_o \cdot \tanh(W_R \cdot R^T)). \quad (4)
\]
The above \(W_R \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times d_e}\) and \(b_o \in \mathbb{R}^k\) are learnable parameters, and \(e_i \in \mathbb{R}^{d_e}\) denotes the knowledge representation of \(c_i\). Then we fuse the dialogue history embeddings and the preference embeddings to get the user profile representation \(e_u\) using gate fusion:
\[
\beta = \sigma(W_\beta \cdot (u_t \oplus P_u)), \quad (5)
\]
\[
e_u = \beta \cdot u_t + (1 - \beta) \cdot P_u, \quad (6)
\]
where \(\oplus\) represents the concatenation operation and \(W_\beta \in \mathbb{R}^{d_e}\) is a projection vector. Then the matching score \(\hat{p} \in \mathbb{R}^N\) of each item is calculated as:
\[
\hat{p} = \text{softmax}(R \cdot e_u). \quad (7)
\]
In practical use, multiple recommendations are allowed in our model, while in the training process, we only consider a single one. Therefore, the item with the highest matching score is selected and will be further used for dialogue generation. Suppose \(p \in \mathbb{R}^N\) denotes the ground truth vector of the recommended item, we take the cross-entropy loss as the objective function of the recommender system:
\[
L_{\text{rec}} = -\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^N [p_i \log \hat{p}_i + (1 - p_i) \log (1 - \hat{p}_i)]. \quad (8)
\]

**Prompt-Based Conversational System**

Here we introduce our contextual prompting framework in the prompt-based conversational system. We design a topic controller to conduct reasonable task planning, which predicts the current topics in the given dialogue states. Dialogue states with user profiles encourage the system to plan topics in a user-oriented way. We further introduce prompt search to optimize prompt embeddings, where a Transformer encoder (Vaswani et al. 2017) is utilized to integrate context, topics, and user preferences into promptings. Taking topics and prompting vectors as prompts, a pretrained GPT2 (Radford et al. 2019) model generates conversations while being frozen. The key components of contextual prompting are defined as follows:

**Topic Control** In the \(t\)-th turn, the dialogue state \(s_t \in \mathbb{R}^{d_t}\) is defined as the concatenation of the context embedding \(u_t\) and the preference embedding \(P_u\), namely \(s_t = u_t \oplus P_u\). The topic controller takes the dialogue state \(s_t\) as input and predicts the topic as:
\[
\hat{T} = \text{softmax}(W_{\text{TC}} \cdot s_t), \quad (9)
\]
where \(W_{\text{TC}} \in \mathbb{R}^{d_t \times d_t}\) is the weight matrix, and \(\hat{T} \in \mathbb{R}^{d_t}\) denotes the topic distribution. The predicted topic \(g\) is selected via \(g = \arg \max_i (T_i)\), and then is filled in a special [MASK] token. The [MASK] token with topic information will be used as one of prompts in the later dialogue generation. We denote \(T \in \mathbb{R}^{d_t}\) as the ground truth vector of the topic distribution, and define the following objective to optimize the topic controller:
\[
L_{\text{TC}} = -\frac{1}{d_t} \sum_{i=1}^{d_t} \left[ T_i \log \hat{T}_i + (1 - T_i) \log (1 - \hat{T}_i) \right]. \quad (10)
\]

**Prompt Search** Existing works design dialogue prompts only based on the dialogue context. But predicted topics and user profiles can also provide additional information. Intuitively, they influence the prompt encodings by bootstrapping semantic extraction from the PLM. Therefore, we apply prompt search to enhance promptings via Transformer encoders. We first prepend a prompt sequence of \(m\) vectors as \(S' = [S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_m]\). Then we encode both user inputs and the dialogue history as contextual representations, namely \(H^t = [h_1, h_2, \ldots, h_N]\), where \(h_i\) represents the embedding of the \(i\)-th token. We also define user preference as \(E^t = [e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_k]\), where \(e_i\) is the knowledge representation of the \(i\)-th item in \(I_k\). The optimization of promptings is conducted by three Transformer-based multi-head attention layers:
\[
S_0^t = \text{MHA}(H^t, H^t, H^t), \quad (11)
\]
\[
S_1^t = \text{MHA}(S_0^t, T, T), \quad (12)
\]
\[
S_2^t = \text{MHA}(S_1^t, E^t, E^t), \quad (13)
\]
\[
S^t = \text{FeedForward}(S_2^t). \quad (14)
\]
Here \(\text{MHA}(Q, K, V)\) stands for the multi-head attention function, which takes a query matrix \(Q\), a key matrix \(K\) and a query matrix \(V\) as input, and outputs the updated embedding matrix:
\[
\text{MHA}(Q, K, V) = \text{concat}_{i \in [1, h]} \left[ \text{Attention}(Q W^O, K W^K, V W^V) \right] \cdot W^O, \quad (15)
\]
Attention(Q, K, V) = V · softmax\left(\frac{QK^T}{\sqrt{d}}\right). \quad (16)

FeedForward(x) denotes a two-layer fully connected network with a ReLU activation function:

\text{FeedForward}(x) = W_2 \cdot \text{ReLU}(W_1 x + b_1) + b_2, \quad (17)

where W^Q, W^K, W^V, W_1, W_2, b_1 and b_2 are model parameters. S^t_0 is computed via self-attention on contextual embeddings. S^t_1 and S^t_2 are representation matrices obtained by cross-attention with topics and the user preference. Finally, S^t is the updated prompting matrix, which will be also used as dialogue prompts.

**Prompt-Based Dialogue Generation** Given the topic and prompting vectors, CP-Rec employs prompt-based dialogue generation for system replies. Assuming that the system output S_t has l tokens (y_1, · · · , y_l), we utilize GPT2 (Radford et al. 2019) to compute S_t by sampling from:

\[ P(S_t) = \prod_{t=1}^{l} P(y_i | y_{<i}, h_{1:N}, \text{[MASK]}, S_{1:m}) \], \quad (18)

where h_{1:N} and S_{1:m} are contextual and prompting vectors in H^t and S^t. To better recommend the items introduced in dialogues, following Liang et al. (2021), we add a special token [ITEM] into the vocabulary. All items in the dialogue corpus are masked with the [ITEM] tokens. In the generated output, [ITEM] is replaced by the matched item. In total T turns of dialogues, the training objective of contextual prompting is to minimize the following equation:

\[ \mathcal{L}_{\text{prompt}} = - \sum_{t=1}^{T} (\log P(S_t) + \lambda \mathcal{L}_{TC}) \], \quad (19)

where \( \lambda \) is a weighted hyperparameter.

**Experiments**

**Experiment Setup**

**Datasets** The preprocessed datasets and baselines are implemented in CRSLab (Zhou et al. 2021). We use five CRS datasets: (1) ReDial (Li et al. 2018) contains movie recommendation dialogues generated by Amazon Mechanical Turk workers. (2) DuRecDial (Liu et al. 2020) is a human-to-human CRS dataset with multi-type dialogues in various domains. (3) TG-ReDial (Zhou et al. 2020b) is a topic-guided CRS dataset, which focuses on natural topic transitions that lead to recommendations. (4) OpenDialKG (Moon et al. 2019) is a parallel corpus with dialogues and reasoning paths in KG. (5) INSPIRED (Hayati et al. 2020) is a social CRS dataset with annotated recommendation strategies. Some statistics about datasets are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Dialogues</th>
<th>Utterances</th>
<th>Domains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ReDial</td>
<td>10006</td>
<td>182150</td>
<td>Movie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DuRecDial</td>
<td>10200</td>
<td>156000</td>
<td>Movie, Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG-ReDial</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>129392</td>
<td>Movie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenDialKG</td>
<td>13802</td>
<td>91209</td>
<td>Movie, Book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSPIRED</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td>35811</td>
<td>Movie</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Dataset statistics.

**Recommendation Evaluations**

**Item Recommendations** Table 2 presents the performance of models on the recommendation task. First, knowledge-aware recommendations are more precise than traditional ones. First, ReDial, GRU4Rec, SASRec, and TG-ReDial perform better than Popularity and TextCNN, because they consider interaction sequences and capture the user preference. Second, KBRD and KGSF achieve even better performance, since they incorporate KGs and more semantics. Finally, our model outperforms all baselines. The user profile obtained the dialogue history and exter-

recommendations with DBpedia and ConceptNet (Speer, Chin, and Havasi 2017), and uses Transformer-based dialogue generator. (4) **TG-ReDial** (Zhou et al. 2020b) contains a BERT-based recommender system and a GPT2-based conversational system. (5) **MGCG** (Liu et al. 2020) is a GRU-based CRS towards multi-type recommendation dialogues.

In the recommendation task, we further adopt the following baselines: (1) **Transformer** (Vaswani et al. 2017) applies a Transformer-based encoder-decoder framework to generate responses. (2) **GPT2** (Radford et al. 2019) is a pretrained Transformer model which is finetuned on each dataset. (3) **AutoPrompt** (Shin et al. 2020) is a discrete prompt-learning model with automatically generated templates. (4) **Prefix tuning** (Li and Liang 2021) is a prompt-learning method which searches continuous prompting tokens. AutoPrompt and prefix tuning use frozen GPT as the dialogue generators, which share the same setting with our CP-Rec.

In the recommendation task, we introduce extra baselines as follows: (1) **Popularity** ranks the items according to historical recommendation frequencies. (2) **TextCNN** (Kim 2014) is a CNN-based recommender model with textual features. (3) **GRU4Rec** (Hidasi et al. 2016) is a GRU-based recommender, which learns to recommend via the user interaction history. (4) **BERT** (Devlin et al. 2019) is an implementation of the BERT model for dialogue-based recommendations. (5) **SASRec** (Kang and McAuley 2018) uses Transformers to encode the user interaction history.

**Metrics** For recommendation tasks, we rank all items and calculate Hit@10, MRR@10, and NDCG@10 according to top-10 items in the ranking list. For conversation tasks, we adopt three metrics: (1) **BLEU@1** measures the word overlap between the generated utterance and the ground truth. (2) **Distinct@2** measures the proportion of unique 2-grams in the generated utterances. A higher Distinct means a higher diversity of responses. (3) **Perplexity (PPL)** is an indicator of whether the response is grammatical.
Table 2: Recommendation evaluation results. We compare our model with baselines on Hit@10, MRR@10, and NDCG@10. * denotes the significant improvements over the comparative methods (paired t-test, p < 0.05).

Table 3: Conversation evaluation results. We compute BLEU@1, Distinct@2, and Perplexity of each model. * denotes the significant improvements over the comparative methods (paired t-test, p < 0.05).

Ablation Study We adopt an ablation study to explore the effects of dialogues and knowledge on recommendation results. We fuse the contextual representations and the knowledge-based user preferences following Eq. (6) in user profiles. Two variants of CP-Rec, namely CP-Rec w/o D and CP-Rec w/o K, are implemented without incorporating contextual and knowledge-based embeddings, respectively. As illustrated in Table 2, knowledge and context both promote recommendations. In particular, we observe a more significant performance decrease of CP-Rec w/o K. We infer that the external knowledge may contain additional significant features for conversational recommendations.

Conversation Evaluations

Automatic Evaluations We report results of the conversation task in Table 3. In general, the CRS with Transformer-based dialogue generator, especially GPT2, generates higher quality conversations. ReDial uses a hierarchical RNN for dialogue generation and performs poorly among the baselines. KBRD and KGSF use knowledge-enhanced decoders and perform better than traditional Transformer in BLEU and Distinct. GPT2 and TG-ReDial have similar performance because they share the same backbone and both fine-tuned on datasets. We also note that prompt-based baselines, i.e., AutoPrompt and prefix tuning, achieve competitive, and even better performance with fine-tuned GPT2. Among these baselines, our CP-Rec outperforms fine-tuning counterparts and other prompt-based methods in all metrics. CP-Rec performs prompt search to integrate more semantics into GPT2, and conducts joint task planning and topic elaboration. In this way, it can be effectively context-aware, and generates coherent and informative dialogues.

Human Evaluations To further verify the dialogue quality of CP-Rec, we conduct a human evaluation on the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform. We randomly sample 100 dialogues from the test set of ReDial dataset. For each sample, we present the dialogue context and the replies of CP-Rec and baselines to three different workers without order. Each worker is asked to rate responses from 0 to 5 in terms of coherence, fluency, and informativeness. We also introduce the ground truth replies in the dataset as human responses. Table 4 presents the results of the average scores. Generally, our model performs best in all metrics, supporting the superiority of CP-Rec in generating coherent and informative responses. Our model incorporates context, topics and KGs to enhance prompts. This approach enhances the linguistic
The Quality of Task Planning  
To gain more insights, we study the quality of task planning conducted by the CP-Rec. We record the model performance in predicting topics on the TG-ReDial dataset and adopt Hit@n (n = 1, 10, 50) as evaluation metrics. We compare the performance of CP-Rec with baselines applicable to multi-task recommendation dialogues, i.e., TG-ReDial and MGCG. We also measure the point-wise mutual information (PMI) with the last topic for ranking. As shown in Table 5, CP-Rec is consistently better in all evaluation metrics. The above baselines mainly use dialogue history for task planning. In contrast, we encode the external knowledge into dialogue states, which improves CP-Rec’s ability to identify subtasks and lead topics.

Ablation Study  
To clarify what boosts the performance of contextual prompting, we remove topic control and prompt search, denoted as CP-Rec w/o TC and CP-Rec w/o PS. As shown in Table 3, the performance of two model variants drops dramatically. This demonstrates that the proposed components are essential for CP-Rec to handle multi-task recommendation dialogues. We further analyze the sensitivity of prompt size m to the performance. We train the CP-Rec with various numbers of prompting vectors. As illustrated in Figure 3, the size of prompting sequence has little effect on BLEU and Distinct. Increasing m does not bring significant improvement to the dialogue quality. In our experiments, we set the default value of m as 10.

The Quality of Task Planning  
To gain more insights, we study the quality of task planning conducted by the CP-Rec. We record the model performance in predicting topics on the TG-ReDial dataset and adopt Hit@n (n = 1, 10, 50) as evaluation metrics. We compare the performance of CP-Rec with baselines applicable to multi-task recommendation dialogues, i.e., TG-ReDial and MGCG. We also measure the point-wise mutual information (PMI) with the last topic for ranking. As shown in Table 5, CP-Rec is consistently better in all evaluation metrics. The above baselines mainly use dialogue history for task planning. In contrast, we encode the external knowledge into dialogue states, which improves CP-Rec’s ability to identify subtasks and lead topics.

Case Study  
Table 6 shows an interactive example of movie recommendation dialogue generated by CP-Rec. We follow the utterance in ReDial dataset to interact with the system. The outputs of KGSF and CP-Rec are presented for comparison. The ground truth replies are also presented as human responses. We mark all the recommended items in italics and the planned subtasks at the beginning of responses. We note that the CP-Rec’s responses are more purposeful and have a stronger recommendation orientation. Besides, CP-Rec’s recommended movies are more relevant to the context and users’ preferences. It shows that topic planning and elaboration work in recommendation dialogues, which maintain the conversation coherence and informativeness.

Conclusion  
In this paper, we develop CP-Rec, a novel conversational recommender system with contextual prompting. It conducts joint task planning and topic elaboration to generate coherent and informative dialogues. We implement knowledge-aware recommendations with external KG and propose contextual prompting for dialogue generation. Integrating topic control and prompt search, CP-Rec plans subtasks sequentially, integrates semantics comprehensively, and replies fluently. Experimental results show our CP-Rec significantly outperforms previous state-of-the-art models.
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